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Abstract: The paper suggests the multilevel approach to the risk assessment that is based on the system of security metrics and techniques for their calculation. Proposed techniques are based on attack graphs and service dependencies. They allow evaluating security of network topologies, malefactors and attack characteristics, and integral security properties and characteristics calculated on the basis of the cost-benefit and zero-day vulnerability analysis. Classification of these characteristics and separation of the security information on static, dynamic and historical allows defining different assessment levels. The paper considers the main issues and recommendations for using the risk assessment techniques based on the suggested approach. Copyright © Research Institute for Intelligent Computer Systems, 2013. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information risk management is an important aspect of operation of modern complex distributed information systems.

For effective security decisions it is necessary to get accurate and actual information about security state of the system.

Different security metrics can provide this information. Calculation and analysis of security metrics are involved in the risk assessment process as part of the risk management process.

There are a lot of security metrics that are related to the different aspects of the security of the distributed systems [1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 12, etc.]. This paper proposes the integrated system of security metrics and techniques for their calculation.

Main elements of the suggested approach include analysis of the static, dynamic and historical security information, calculation of security metrics on the base of attack graphs and service dependencies, usage of the standards of the Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) to represent data about system platforms, applications and configurations in unified form and to assess vulnerabilities.

The approach is based on taking into account the current research in the area of security metrics.

Proposed metrics allow evaluating a set of parameters: the security level of network topologies, malefactors and attack characteristics, and integral security properties calculated on the basis of the cost-benefit and zero-day vulnerability analysis.

We define several assessment levels according to the type of the analyzed characteristics and used data – a topological, an attack graph, a malefactor, events and the whole system. Each of the level contains risk assessment metrics that we propose to calculate. Such approach allows assessing risk on different stages of the system operation and getting time-dependent results. Also the paper discusses the most characteristic techniques that allow evaluating the proposed metrics with different accuracy: express risk assessment static technique, performance-based technique and technique based on historical data.

The express risk assessment technique allows simple and quick assessment of the security level of the system in the static operation mode. The performance-based technique permits assessment of the security level in the operation mode according to the detected security events. The technique based on the historical data allows detailed assessment with consideration of the data about previous security incidents.

One of the main problems in the risk assessment is the lack of data on the security incidents. We use Common Vulnerabilities Scoring System (CVSS) [29] scores as basis for calculations of the security...
metrics. But it is still heuristic assessments. To manage uncertainty we use Bayes techniques and consider possibility of zero-day vulnerabilities that are not included to the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [9] database.

This paper is an extended version of the paper presented on IDAACS’2013 [21]. It structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related works in the area of security metrics. On the base of the review we outline the classes of known security metrics (topology, malefactor, and attack characteristics), consider integral metrics, and also metrics calculated on the basis of the cost-benefit and zero-day vulnerability analysis. The proposed hierarchical security assessment framework allows to evaluate the considered system from different aspects and to specify the risk value according to the available data. Section 3 describes requirements to the suggested approach and proposes the system of security metrics. Section 4 considers the techniques that are suggested for evaluation of the proposed security metrics. Conclusion outlines main results of the work and directions of future research.

2. RELATED WORK

There is the number of different classifications of the security metrics according to their goals, way of computation or value types.

For example, The Center for Internet Security (CIS) divides metrics according to six business functions [7]: incident management, vulnerability management, patch management, application security, configuration management, and financial metrics. In [2] eight categories of metrics are differentiated according to the value type: existence (indicator of whether something exists); ordinal (subjective qualitative measure); score (numeric values for qualitative measure); cardinal (number); percentage; holistic (based on external data sources); value (consider value loss); uncertainty (include stochastic or probabilistic aspect). In [14] metrics are divided according to the way of computation on primary (calculated on the base of the attack graphs or service dependencies graphs) and secondary (calculated on the base of the primary metrics).

In [18] metrics are distinguished according to the used model: logical dependencies graph (used to define, for example, attacker skill level, attack potentiality) and service dependencies graph (used to define, for instance, attack/response impact, response benefit).

Based on the current research in the area of security metrics we outline the following main groups of metrics: topology characteristics, malefactor characteristics, attack and response characteristics, system characteristics (integral metrics), cost characteristics and characteristics that are used in analysis of the zero-day vulnerabilities.

Topology characteristics are considered, for example, in [28] and [7]. In [28] the following metrics are outlined: Host Criticality (impact from loss of the host to the business), Exposure (it is defined by the reachability of the host and easiness to exploit the vulnerabilities on the host), Business Value (it is similar to Criticality, but expressed in monetary units), Risk (it is defined by Exposure and Business Value) and Downstream Risk (it is cumulative risk over the hosts attackable from the current host).

In [7] the topology metrics from the applications point of view are suggested – Number of Applications, Percentage of Critical Applications, and topology characteristics that consider information about vulnerabilities – Percent of Systems Without Known Severe Vulnerabilities, Mean-Time to Mitigate Vulnerabilities, Number of Known Vulnerability Instances, and topology characteristics that consider information about attacks – Severity of the vulnerability and its Access Complexity, that can be considered when the attack likelihood is calculated.

One of the most important malefactor characteristics is Attacker Skill Level, which is considered in [17] and [32]. It is valuable indicator about the attacker ability to carry-on an attack scenario and thus to attain his objectives.

In [10] calculation of the risk level on the base of the malefactor behavior is proposed. In some other papers, for example, in [5], attack attribution metrics are considered (the concrete actors involved, equipment and tools used, geographic position, motives, etc.).

Attack characteristics include Attack Potentiality (dynamic metric that is computed with respect to the attacker position in the attack graph).

In [35] Attack Potentiality is defined on the base of the Confidence Level metric – a confidence level in the fact that attack is in progress.

In [38] Compromised Confidence Index is suggested.

In [1, 16, 19, 36] another attack characteristic is proposed – Attack Impact. In [16, 19, 38] such response metrics as Response Efficiency, Benefit of the Response and Response Collateral Damage are considered.

Two main metrics should be outlined to consider the total risk level of the system (i.e. integral metrics): Attack Surface (it is defined on the base of the Damage Potential-Effort Ratio metric) [27] and Security Level [10, 15, 20, 22, 23, 35].

For the cost-benefit analysis the following metrics can be used: Net Benefit (total benefit in case of implementation of safeguard), Annual Loss
Expectancy (product of an incident’s annual frequency times its total losses) [13], and Return on Response Investment [19].

Metrics that are used in the analysis of zero-day vulnerabilities involve Probabilistic Vulnerability Measure [1], which defines how likely the vulnerability will be released for a service over some period and the vulnerability’s expected severity, and k-zero day safety, which defines network resistance to zero-day vulnerabilities [37].

3. THE SYSTEM OF SECURITY METRICS

We define the classification of security metrics on the base of the review above. Classification of security metrics is demonstrated in Fig. 1 and includes the following classes of security metrics:

1. Host/topology characteristics;
2. Malefactor characteristics (define malefactor skills, position etc.);
3. Attack characteristics (define attack potential and possible impact);
4. System characteristics (define integral security characteristics);
5. Zero-days characteristics (define possibility of zero-day attacks);
6. Cost-benefit characteristics (define cost of the attack and response).

![Fig. 1 – Classes of metrics](image)

The system of security metrics as proposed in this paper is designed for the risk assessment approach that involves the next stages:

1. generation of the attack and service dependency graphs on the base of the data about the network topology;
2. consideration of the malefactor skills and position and generation of the profile attack graphs;
3. analysis of the system events to monitor current security situation;
4. calculation of security metrics on the base of this data.

This approach is implemented in the Security Evaluator [22-25].

We propose to use the SCAP protocol and particular standards included to this protocol [34] to present input security data for the Security Evaluator. SCAP, produced by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) [30], includes a collection of specifications intended to standardize the way the security software solutions communicate software security flaw and configuration information.

SCAP contains the following standards:

- Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) specifies features of the configurations that negatively influence the system security [6],
- Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) allows to create the list of the used platforms and applications [8], CVE allows to specify the list of the vulnerabilities, CVSS assesses negative influence of the configurations and vulnerabilities that allows the most critical vulnerabilities to be defined. CPE, CVE and CVSS are used for the attack graph generation.

Besides the configuration information, the list of used platforms and applications and the list of vulnerabilities, the input data includes software weaknesses represented by the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) standard, attack patterns specified using the Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) standard, security remediations in the format of the Common Remediation Enumeration (CRE) standard, security events in the Common Event Expression (CEE) format, the service dependencies (allow to define...
Impact propagation), security policies, malefactor models, etc.

Results of the processing of Security Evaluator include: attack graphs; calculated security and exposure metrics (some of them are calculated on the base of the attack graph); countermeasures (are defined on the base of the calculated security and exposure metrics).

Input and output information for the suggested Security Evaluator is outlined in Fig. 2.

In process of security metrics development we considered the state-of-the-art in security metrics research as well as the architecture of the Security Evaluator.

Offered techniques cover two operation modes of the security evaluation system: online and offline.

The online mode stipulates limitations on the calculation time; however, it takes into account the current security situation (events, system configuration, etc.). So we can monitor position and skills of malefactor, and we can define the direction of the attack more carefully.

Off-line mode has no hard time limitations. In this case, historical data are used, and attack graphs are analyzed. This mode allows making a more profound and detailed risk assessment, as it applies more meaningful metrics that characterize the malefactor and attacks. Besides, computations of this level can be used as the base for the on-line mode.

On the base of the considered aspects we can arrange security metrics in our framework by levels, as it is shown in Fig. 3.

Metrics of the higher levels are defined on the base of metrics of the lower levels, except for the system level metrics that are specified on each level via metrics of the appropriate level:

- **Topological level** – metrics of this level can be calculated by the administrator on the base of the system topology. We consider the following examples of metrics of this level: vulnerability
level of host, criticality level of host and vulnerability of host to the zero-day attacks.

- **Attack graph level** – on this level we consider information from the attack graph for the metrics generation. The metrics of this level are Attack Likelihood and Attack Impact (in this case the impact is defined only by the target criticality and the attack severity). When presenting the attack graph to the user we can highlight the most critical attack paths (from the risk level point of view, i.e. combination of the attack probability and attack impact).

- **Malefactor level** – on the base of the metrics of this level the dependency from the malefactor profile is introduced (including his position and skills), this allows presenting the profile attack graph [10], which includes only attacks that can be implemented by the appropriate malefactor.

- **Events level** – this level is actual, when the Security Evaluator works in online mode (in real time), because on this level the security events are considered. It allows monitoring attack deployment and malefactor profile according to incoming events. When new events come, we can represent the current position of the malefactor (host and access rights) on the attack graph and possible attack paths (all possible paths and the most probable).

- **System level** – Common Security Level of the system and Attack Surface are defined on this level. One more common metric that can be used on this level is the resistance to zero day attacks. Approach to computation of these metrics depends on taken into consideration parameters, thus it differs for all upper levels.

The values of metrics calculated on the lower levels are specified with new data, for example, the probability of the attack becomes higher if we get a security event that confirms appropriate attack.

### 4. THE RISK ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

Fig. 4 depicts all levels described above and their relation to the appropriate security metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Input Data</th>
<th>Calculation type</th>
<th>Examples of Metrics</th>
<th>Examples of System Level Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topological level</td>
<td>Network topology</td>
<td>Get metrics of topological level</td>
<td>Criticality of host (static)</td>
<td>Resistance to zero-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External vulnerabilities/ weaknesses databases</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vulnerability level to zero-day attacks</td>
<td>Security Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantiﬁed number of attacks through the host</td>
<td>Attack Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack graph level</td>
<td>Attack graph</td>
<td>Get metrics of attack graph level</td>
<td>Severity of attack actions</td>
<td>Resistance to zero-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attack likelihood</td>
<td>Security Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attack impact</td>
<td>Attack Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malefactor level</td>
<td>Malefactor profile</td>
<td>Get metrics of malefactor level</td>
<td>Malefactor skill level</td>
<td>Resistance to zero-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attack potentiality</td>
<td>Security Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Malefactor position</td>
<td>Attack Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attack potentiality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events level</td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Get metrics of events level</td>
<td>Malefactor position</td>
<td>Resistance to zero-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service dependencies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attack potentiality</td>
<td>Security Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamical impact</td>
<td>Attack Surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4 – Security metrics and assessment levels**

For the **topological level** we outline several host/system metrics that can be useful for the administrator and can be applied as base metrics (metrics that are used in calculations of another metrics) on the other levels. The examples of these metrics are as follows:

- **Criticality of Host** (or **Host Criticality**) gives information about the host criticality, can be defined for example on the base of CVSS (High, Medium or Low);

- **Vulnerability Level of Host** (or **Host Vulnerability**) (this metric can consist of the several values, for example, number of known vulnerabilities for the host, number of vulnerabilities with “High” CVSS BaseScore, etc. These values can be determined on the base of the CIS metric **Number of Known Vulnerability Instances (NKVI)**, CVE and NVD);

- **Vulnerability Level to Zero-day Attacks** (for example, number of weaknesses, number of weaknesses with “High” CWSS BaseScore, etc.)
These values can be determined on the base of CWE). For this metric we can use two calculation techniques: (1) considering vulnerability to zero-days only for single host (Host Weakness), and (2) detecting integrated system resistance to zero-days (Vulnerability to Zero-day Attacks), as, for example, in [37];

- Percent of Systems (hosts) Without Known Severe Vulnerabilities (PSWKSV) or number of hosts with “High” criticality in the system, etc.

The following two metrics can be calculated after adding information about the attack graph:

- Quantified Number of Attacks through the Host, which is equal to (Number of attacks that go through the host)/(Total number of attacks in the graph);

- Quantified Number of Attacks through the Host with “High” RiskLevel, which is equal to (Number of attacks with “High” RiskLevel through the host)/(Total number of attacks with “High” RiskLevel in the graph).

For techniques of the attack graph level we outline the metrics that consider paths in the attack graph. Such type of techniques allows us to define the security level of the system rather simply without considering attacker skills and likelihood of ongoing attack. The following metrics can be used here:

- Severity of Attack Actions (“base” metric);
- Attack Severity;
- Attack Complexity;
- Attack Likelihood (here we consider static and statistical approaches);
- Attack Impact (as static impact).

Here we should note that on the base of these metrics the express risk assessment technique is suggested. This technique does not consider attacker skills and attack changes in time and dynamic impact, but has low computational complexity. It can be improved by using the metrics of malefactor and events levels.

Techniques of the malefactor level deal with attacker skills (static/ statistical/ historical) and attack probability.

Here we suggest using the following techniques and their modifications:

- Assessment where a malefactor profile is set statically by an administrator. On the base of the malefactor skill level it is possible to create the profile attack graphs and evaluate the system security for each group of malefactors;
- Probability assessment that uses the attack graphs for attacks representation and the Bayesian inference for risk analysis (to get probability of attacks on the base of the probability of malefactor skills) [10];
- Historical data assessment that considers historical data to get the posterior probability of the attacks [32].

At the events level the risk assessment techniques take into account the dynamic aspect of risk assessment, using information (from sensors, correlation or intrusion detection components) on new events, probability of false and missed alarms, etc. We suppose the techniques of this level should be based on the following metrics:

- Malefactor position and compromised hosts;
- Attacker Skill Level (dynamic metric) [16];
- Attack Potentiality (here the event-based [35] and historical data-based [38] techniques can be used);
- Dynamical Attack Impact on the base of service dependencies [19, 37] (here we also can add such metric for the host as availability);
- The risk of the event can be evaluated, for example, as in [26].

On the base of the considerations above we outlined three risk assessment techniques:

- Express risk assessment technique;
- Performance-based (dynamic) technique;
- Technique based on historical data.

The express risk assessment technique is used for the express risk evaluation. It is a static technique that incorporates qualitative and quantitative approaches to the risk assessment and allows defining the common security level of the system.

This approach considers traditional understanding of the risk as the result of probability of the threat and its consequences for the system.

To assess risk we use CVSS (to define criticality of the attack action) and procedures of the FRAP (Facilitated Risk Analysis Process) technique [31].

Technique includes definition of the severity levels for hosts and attack actions, calculation of the impact from the attack actions, calculation of the impact from threats realization and complexity of threats realization, then on the base of this data the risk level for all threats is determined, and common security level of the system is calculated.

Main difference of the performance-based technique is that fact that it is oriented on the real time situation, when we can monitor the current attacker position and his (her) path in the network, but have hard time limitations for calculations.

Main modules of the Security Evaluator that are responsible for this technique, input data and links between them are represented in Fig. 5.
Main stages of the technique are as follows:

1. Attack (action) Sequence Generator builds the attack (action) sequence on the base of the alerts from correlation engine (CEP).

2. Attack Graph Generator forms the graph of possible attacks on the base of the data about known vulnerabilities and the network topology.

3. Mapper reflects the attack sequence (generated on stage 1) on the attack graph (generated on stage 2) to define realized attack sequence and the malefactor position on the attack graph.

4. Dependency Graph Generator builds the service dependency graph on the base of the data about service dependencies in the analyzed network.

5. Security Evaluator calculates the set of security metrics on the base of the attack graph, the defined malefactor position, the set of realized steps, and the service dependency graph.

This approach also defines the risk as the result of probability of the threat and its consequences for the system.

Probability of the threat is defined with the Likelihood of Successful Attack metric. In case of the ongoing attack it can be defined on the base of the following elements: Severity of the attack action (calculated on the base of the CVSS), Attacker Skill Level (calculated on the base of the AccessComplexity of the realized steps), Attack Potentiality (it is equal number of realized attack steps/total number of attack steps), Reliability coefficient (it is evaluated on the base of the False Positive Rate).

Consequences of the threat for the system are defined with the Impact of Successful Attack metric. It can be divided on the impact of the attack action (a Native Impact) and the Propagated Attack Impact. Native Impact is defined as vector \{Confidentiality Impact, Integrity Impact, and Availability Impact\} on the base of the CVSS indexes. Propagated Impact is defined via the service dependencies.

The technique based on historical data uses the same approach as performance-based technique, but when attack likelihood is defined we add additional weights that are related to historical data. It concerns such metrics as Attack Potentiality and Attacker Skill Level.

For the Attack Potentiality weight is defined by the relation of the number of cases when detected attack sequence led to the assessed attack to the total number of the occurrences of the detected attack sequence.

For the Attacker Skill Level statistical data is used to define probability that attacker with appropriate skills initialize assessed attack. The data is stored in the historical database.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed the comprehensive multilevel system of security metrics and techniques for their calculation. We analyzed the state-of-the-art in the area of risk assessment.

On the base of this research we outlined different classes for known risk assessment metrics. The system of risk assessment metrics that we suggest to calculate in the Security Evaluator is proposed. The most characteristic techniques that allow evaluating the proposed metrics are discussed. Brief description of the security metrics for each level and techniques of their calculation is given. We implemented
suggested techniques in the scope of the Common Security Analysis System [22–25].

The suggested framework proposes structural organization of security metrics for the security analysis on the base of attack graphs. The metrics are defined on the base of the main elements of such analysis (system model, attacker model, attack model, events level). The framework allows to assess each element separately and to use it in the common risk assessment on the base of the suggested techniques. The techniques are selected according to the last research in the risk analysis area. In dynamic case information from the security events is considered. More information leads to the more accurate assessments.

On this moment we do not consider reliability of the data from the security events but we suppose to consider it in the future research. Techniques and metrics that are described in the paper will be considerably extended and detailed. Also we plan to test the Security Evaluator on real examples and analyze effectiveness of security assessment.
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